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Abstract
The goal of co-clustering is to simultaneously identify a clustering of rows as well as columns
of a two dimensional data matrix. A number of co-clustering techniques have been proposed in-
cluding information-theoretic co-clustering and the minimum sum-squared residue co-clustering
method. However, most existing co-clustering algorithms are designed to find pairwise disjoint
and exhaustive co-clusters while many real-world datasets contain not only a large overlap be-
tween co-clusters but also outliers which should not belong to any co-cluster. In this paper, we
formulate the problem of Non-Exhaustive, Overlapping Co-Clustering where both of the row and
column clusters are allowed to overlap with each other and outliers for each dimension of the
data matrix are not assigned to any cluster. To solve this problem, we propose intuitive objective
functions, and develop an an efficient iterative algorithm which we call the NEO-CC algorithm.
We theoretically show that the NEO-CC algorithm monotonically decreases the proposed ob-
jective functions. Experimental results show that the NEO-CC algorithm is able to effectively
capture the underlying co-clustering structure of real-world data, and thus outperforms state-
of-the-art clustering and co-clustering methods. This manuscript includes an extended analysis
of [21].
Index Terms— co-clustering, clustering, overlap, outlier, k-means.
1 Introduction
Clustering is one of the most important tools in unsupervised learning. Given a set of objects,
each of which is represented by a feature vector, the goal of clustering is to group the objects into a
certain number of clusters such that similar objects are assigned to the same cluster. Let us define a
two dimensional data matrix such that each row of the matrix represents an object and each column
represents an attribute or a feature of an object. In this setting, clustering algorithms are designed to
cluster the rows of the data matrix. While most (one-way) clustering algorithms focus on clustering
only one of the dimensions of the data matrix, it has been recognized that simultaneously clustering
both dimensions of the data matrix is desirable to not only improve the clustering performance [7]
but also detect more semantically meaningful clusters in many applications, e.g., [12], [17], and [3].
The goal of co-clustering (also known as biclustering) is to simultaneously identify a clustering
of the rows as well as the columns of the data matrix, i.e., group similar objects as well as similar at-
tributes. The co-clustering problem has been studied in various applications such as gene expression
data analysis [3], word-document clustering [6], and market-basket analysis. Also, the co-clustering
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(b) Rearrangement of the rows and the columns according to the
output of the NEO-CC method
(c) The rearranged data matrix annotated with row and column
clusters. The red and orange boxes indicate row clusters and the
purple and green boxes indicate column clusters.
Figure 1: Visualization of the co-clusters produced by the NEO-CC method.
technique has been utilized in recommender systems [11], [27] where simultaneous clustering of users
and items provides a way to develop a scalable collaborative filtering framework.
Many different kinds of co-clustering methods have been proposed such as information-theoretic
co-clustering [7], the minimum sum-squared residue (MSSR) co-clustering [4], and spectral co-
clustering [6]. We note that most existing co-clustering methods are based on an assumption
that every object belongs to exactly one row cluster and every attribute belongs to exactly one
column cluster. However, this assumption hinders the existing co-clustering methods from correctly
capturing the underlying co-clustering structure of data because in many real-world datasets, both
of the row and column clusters can overlap with each other and there often exist outliers which
should not belong to any cluster.
For the one-way clustering problem, we recently proposed the NEO-K-Means method [25] to
identify overlapping clusters and outliers in a unified manner where the objective function and the
algorithm were designed to cluster only the rows of a data matrix. Although the NEO-K-Means
method has been shown to be effective in finding the ground-truth clusters [13], how to extend this
idea to the co-clustering problem is far from straightforward because of the complicated interactions
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between the rows and the columns of the data matrix where both the cluster overlap and the non-
exhaustiveness are allowed for each dimension of the matrix.
Inspired by the one-way NEO-K-Means clustering method [22], we propose the Non-Exhaustive,
Overlapping Co-Clustering (NEO-CC) method to efficiently detect coherent co-clusters such that
both of the row and column clusters are allowed to overlap with each other and the outliers for each
dimension of the data matrix are not assigned to any cluster. Figure 1 shows the output of our
NEO-CC method on a user-movie ratings dataset from [15] (see Section 5 for more details about
this dataset) where each row represents a user and each column represents a movie. In the data
matrix, the non-zero elements are represented as blue dots. As shown in Figure 1(a), when we
simply visualize the original data matrix, it is hard to discover particular patterns of the matrix.
In Figure 1(b), we rearrange the rows and the columns according to the output of the NEO-CC
method, and in Figure 1(c), we explicitly annotate the row and column clusters. After we rearrange
the rows and the columns, we can observe the co-clustering structure of the data matrix. The NEO-
CC method discovers overlapping row and column clusters, and in our experiments, we notice that
allowing the overlaps between the clusters significantly increases the accuracy of clustering (see the
experimental results on ML1 dataset in Section 5). Also, the NEO-CC method detects one outlier
from the rows. When we look at the detected outlier, it corresponds to a user who randomly gives
ratings to a number of movies without any particular pattern.
In this paper, we mathematically formulate the non-exhaustive, overlapping co-clustering prob-
lem, and propose two objective functions which we call the NEO-CC-M (NEO-CC by considering the
Mean of co-clusters) objective and the NEO-CC-RCM (NEO-CC by considering the Row and Col-
umn Mean) objective. These objective functions seamlessly generalize the MSSR co-clustering [4]
and the one-way NEO-K-Means clustering [22] objectives. To optimize our NEO-CC objective
functions, we propose a simple iterative algorithm called the NEO-CC algorithm. We theoretically
show that the NEO-CC algorithm monotonically decreases the NEO-CC objective functions. Our
objective functions and the algorithm allow us to solve the non-exhaustive, overlapping co-clustering
problem in a principled way. Our experimental results show that the NEO-CC algorithm is able
to effectively capture the underlying co-clustering structure of real-world data, and thus outper-
forms state-of-the-art clustering and co-clustering methods in terms of discovering the ground-truth
clusters.
2 Related Work
There have been various approaches to solving the co-clustering problem. The minimum sum-
squared residue (MSSR) co-clustering [4] is a well-known co-clustering method. The MSSR co-
clustering method has been initially designed for analyzing gene expression data, but later it has
been studied in a more general co-clustering framework [2]. Information-theoretic co-clustering [7]
also has been known to be one of the most successful co-clustering methods where the co-clustering
problem is formed as an optimization problem of maximizing the mutual information between the
clustered random variables. However, these co-clustering models have constraints on the structure
of the co-clusters such that the co-clusters are pairwise disjoint and all the data points for each
dimension should belong to some cluster.
We note that [20], [18] and [1] study the overlapping co-clustering problem but do not consider
outlier detection. On the other hand, [8] proposes a robust co-clustering algorithm by assuming
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the presence of outliers in a dataset, but does not consider overlapping co-clustering. While these
methods only consider either overlapping co-clustering or outlier detection, our NEO-CC algorithm
simultaneously detects overlapping co-clusters as well as outliers.
We note that the ROCC algorithm [5] and an infinite plaid model (IPM) [14] have been recently
proposed to find non-exhaustive, overlapping co-clusters. However, the ROCC algorithm includes
complicated heuristics, and the infinite bi-clustering method requires a user to provide many non-
intuitive hyperparameters with the model. On the other hand, the NEO-CC algorithm includes
simple and intuitive parameters which can be easily estimated. We compare the performance of our
NEO-CC method with the ROCC and the IPM methods in Section 5 observing that the NEO-CC
method significantly outperforms the ROCC and the IPM methods.
3 The NEO-CC Objectives
We formally define the non-exhaustive, overlapping co-clustering (NEO-CC) problem, and dis-
cuss how we can design reasonable objective functions for the NEO-CC problem.
3.1 Problem Statement
Let us consider a two-dimensional data matrix X ∈ Rn×m. For each dimension of X, let X r
denote the set of data points for row clustering, and X c denote the set of data points for column
clustering. The co-clustering problem is to cluster X r = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} (xi ∈ Rm for i = 1, . . . , n)
into k row clusters {Cr1 , Cr2 , . . . , Crk}, and cluster X c = {x1,x2, . . . ,xm} (xj ∈ Rn for j = 1, . . . ,m)
into l column clusters {Cc1, Cc2, . . . , Ccl }.
Since the solution of the NEO-CC problem is allowed to contain overlaps among the clusters
and exclude outliers from the clusters, we note that there might exist i and j (i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k})
such that Cri ∩ Crj 6= ∅ for i 6= j, and
k⋃
i=1
Cri ⊆ X r. We can also show the similar derivations for the l
column clusters.
Given an element xij in X, let f(xi) denote the set of row clusters that xi belongs to (i =
1, . . . , n), and let g(xj) denote the set of column clusters that xj belongs to (j = 1, . . . ,m). We use
the notations f(·) and g(·) for convenience even though we note that f(·) and g(·) are not functions
of xi or xj because each data point is allowed to belong to more than one cluster.
3.2 The NEO-CC-M Objective Function
Inspired by the MSSR objective [4], we first define the quality of the non-exhaustive, overlapping
co-clusters by considering the sum of squared differences between each entry and each mean of the
co-clusters the data point belongs to. This can be formally described as follows:∑
Cq∈g(xj)
∑
Cp∈f(xi)
(
xij −
∑
xt∈Cq
∑
xs∈Cp
xst
|Cq||Cp|
)2
(1)
for xij such that f(xi) 6= ∅ and g(xj) 6= ∅. Since each data point can belong to multiple row and
column clusters, we need to consider all the combinations of these row and column clusters when
we compute the mean of the co-clusters.
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(a) Data matrix X, row clustering U , and column clustering V
(b) The contribution of x21 to the NEO-CC-M objective
Figure 2: Given a data matrix X ∈ R4×5 and the assignment matrices U and V , the contribution
of an entry x21 to the NEO-CC-M objective defined in (2) is determined by f(x
r
2) and g(x
c
1). Note
that xr2 ∈ Cr1 , xr2 ∈ Cr2 (xr2 ∈ R5), xc1 ∈ Cc1, xc1 ∈ Cc2 (xc1 ∈ R4).
Now, we represent the idea of (1) using vectors and matrices. Let U = [uij ]n×k denote the
assignment matrix for row clustering, i.e., uij = 1 if xi belongs to cluster j; uij = 0 otherwise.
Similarly, let V = [vij ]m×l denote the assignment matrix for column clustering. Also, let Uˆ =
[
u1√
n1
, · · · , uk√
nk
] denote a normalized assignment matrix where uc is the c-th column of U and nc
is the size of cluster c. Let uˆi denote the i-th column of Uˆ . Similarly, we also define Vˆ and let vˆj
denote the j-th column of Vˆ . Let I{exp} = 1 if exp is true; 0 otherwise, and let 1 denote a vector
having all the elements equal to one. Given a vector y ∈ Rm, let us define D(y) = [dij ]m×m as the
diagonal matrix with dii = yi (i = 1, . . . ,m). Then, our NEO-CC-M objective function is defined
as follows:
minimize
U ,V
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
‖D(ui)XD(vj)− uˆiuˆTi XvˆjvˆTj ‖2F
subject to trace(UTU) = (1 + αr)n,∑n
i=1 I{(U1)i = 0} ≤ βrn,
trace(V TV ) = (1 + αc)m,∑m
i=1 I{(V 1)i = 0} ≤ βcm,
(2)
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where αr and βr are the parameters for row clustering, and αc and βc are the parameters for column
clustering. The parameters αr and αc control the amount of overlap among the clusters while βr
and βc control the degree of non-exhaustiveness. We introduce these parameters motivated by the
success of the one-way NEO-K-Means method [22] where the similar parameters have been added
to the traditional k-means objective.
The first two constraints in (2) are associated with the row clustering whereas the last two
constraints are associated with the column clustering. The first constraint indicates that the total
number of assignments in U is equal to (1+αr)n. Thus, more than n assignments are made in U for
αr > 0, which implies that some data points belong to more than one cluster. The second constraint
indicates the upper bound of the number of outliers, i.e., there can be at most βrn outliers. We can
similarly interpret the last two constraints for the column clustering.
The NEO-CC-M objective seamlessly generalizes the NEO-K-Means [22] and the MSSR objec-
tive [4]. If V = I, αc = 0, βc = 0, then (2) is equivalent to the NEO-K-Means objective. If αr = 0,
αc = 0, βr = 0, βc = 0, then (2) is equivalent to the MSSR objective.
Let us further explain the implication of the NEO-CC-M objective function. Suppose that we
have a small data matrix X ∈ R4×5 and the assignment matrices U and V as shown in Figure 2(a).
For an entry x21, Figure 2(b) shows the contribution of the entry x21 to the NEO-CC-M objective
in (2) when xr2 ∈ Cr1 , xr2 ∈ Cr2 (xr2 ∈ R5), xc1 ∈ Cc1, xc1 ∈ Cc2 (xc1 ∈ R4) where the superscripts indicate
the row and column vectors and clusters. For the entry x21, the NEO-CC-M objective takes account
of four different means, each of which corresponds to a different combination of the row and column
clusters.
3.3 The NEO-CC-RCM Objective Function
Instead of considering the mean of each co-cluster, we can also consider the difference between
each entry and the mean of the row clusters as well as the mean of the column clusters. Similar to
how we encode the NEO-CC-M objective, we can formulate the element-wise difference as follows:∑
Cq∈g(xj)
∑
Cp∈f(xi)
(
xij −
∑
xs∈Cp
xsj
|Cp| −
∑
xt∈Cq
xit
|Cq| +
∑
xt∈Cq
∑
xs∈Cp
xst
|Cq||Cp|
)2
(3)
for xij such that f(xi) 6= ∅ and g(xj) 6= ∅. Also, using matrices and vectors, we can represent (3)
as follows:
minimize
U ,V
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
‖Hij‖2F ,where Hij is defined to be
D(ui)XD(vj)− uˆiuˆTi X −XvˆjvˆTj + uˆiuˆTi XvˆjvˆTj ,
subject to trace(UTU) = (1 + αr)n,∑n
i=1 I{(U1)i = 0} ≤ βrn,
trace(V TV ) = (1 + αc)m,∑m
i=1 I{(V 1)i = 0} ≤ βcm.
(4)
If we let H ′ =
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
Hij , we note that the row sum and the column sum of H
′ is equal to zero
(we add the co-cluster mean in (3) to retain this property). We name (4) NEO-CC-RCM objective
function. The idea of subtracting the row and the column means is similar to removing the user/item
bias in recommender systems [16].
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U =

1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
1 0

V =

1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1

(a) Objective value: 0.0720
U =

1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
1 0 0

V =

1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1

(b) Objective value: 0.0677
U =

1 0
1 0
1 1
1 1
0 1
0 1
0 0

V =

1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1

(c) Objective value: 0.0137
U =

1 0
1 0
1 1
1 1
0 1
0 1
0 0

V =

1 0
1 0
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 1

(d) Objective value: 0.0102
Figure 3: NEO-CC-M objective values for four different co-clustering results
3.4 Case Study
We conduct a small case study to provide more insights about our NEO-CC objective functions.
For simplicity, we focus on the NEO-CC-M objective function in this study, but our analysis can
also be extended to the NEO-CC-RCM objective.
Let us consider the following data matrix X:
X =

0.05 0.05 0.05 0 0 0
0.05 0.05 0.05 0 0 0
0.04 0.04 0.04 0 0.04 0.04
0.04 0.04 0 0.04 0.04 0.04
0 0 0 0.05 0.05 0.05
0 0 0 0.05 0.05 0.05
0 0 0.3 0 0 0

(5)
On X, let us consider four different co-clustering results and investigate how the NEO-CC-M
objective function values are changed. Figure 3 shows the NEO-CC-M objective values for the four
different configurations.
In Figure 3(a)&(b), we consider exhaustive, disjoint co-clusterings with different k. Notice that
on these configurations, nnz(U) + nnz(V ) = 13 where nnz(M) indicates the number of non-zero
elements of matrix M . We observe that (b) yields a slightly small objective value than (a).
Figure 3(c) implies that xr3 and x
r
4 belong to both of the row clusters, and x
r
7 does not belong
to any cluster. We see that (c) achieves a much smaller objective function value than (a) & (b).
Indeed, when we look at the data matrix X, we can see that (c) is a more desirable co-clustering
result than (a) & (b).
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Note that the NEO-CC-M objective value is proportional to the number of assignments in U
and V . In (c), we notice that nnz(U) +nnz(V ) = 14 ([nαr] = 1, [nβr] = 1, αc = 0, βc = 0). Thus,
we also consider (d) where nnz(U) + nnz(V ) = 13. In this case, the column clustering becomes
a disjoint and non-exhaustive clustering by setting [nαr] = 1, [nβr] = 1, [mαc] = −1, [mβc] = 1.
Notice that xc3 is considered to be an outlier, so it does not belong to any cluster. We can see that
(d) achieves the smallest objective value and also (d) might be the optimal co-clustering for X.
On these examples, we observe that a smaller NEO-CC-M objective function value leads to a
more desirable co-clustering result. This indicates that by optimizing our NEO-CC-M objective,
we might be able to capture the natural co-clustering structures.
4 The NEO-CC Algorithm
To optimize our NEO-CC objective functions, we develop an efficient iterative algorithm which
we call the NEO-CC algorithm described in Algorithm 1.
The NEO-CC algorithm repeatedly updates U (row clustering) and V (column clustering) until
the change in the objective becomes sufficiently small or the maximum number of iterations is
reached. Within each iteration, U and V are alternatively updated.
We can get reasonably good initializations of U and V by running the one-way iterative NEO-
K-Means clustering algorithm on the data matrix and the transpose of the matrix, respectively.
Similarly, we can also estimate the parameters αr, βr, αc, and βc using the strategies suggested
in [22].
Algorithm 1 consists of two main parts – updating row clustering (lines 4–24) and updating
column clustering (lines 26–46). Let us first describe how U is updated. To update U , we need to
compute distances between every data point in X r and the clusters Crq for q = 1, · · · , k (lines 4–12).
Let [drpq]n×k denote these distances, and let Ip· denote the p-th row of the identity matrix of size n.
If we use the NEO-CC-M objective, the distance between a data point xp ∈ X r and a cluster Crq is
computed by
drpq =
l∑
j=1
∥∥∥∥∥(Ip·)XD(vj)− 1√‖uq‖1 uˆTqXvˆjvˆTj
∥∥∥∥∥
2
. (6)
On the other hand, when we use the NEO-CC-RCM objective, the distance is computed by
drpq =
l∑
j=1
∥∥∥∥∥(Ip·)X(D(vj)− vˆjvˆTj )− 1√‖uq‖1 uˆTqX
(
D(vj)− vˆjvˆTj
)∥∥∥∥∥
2
. (7)
For each data point xp ∈ X r (p = 1, · · · , n), we record its closest cluster and that distance. By
sorting the data points in ascending order by the distance to its closest cluster, we assign the first
(1−βr)n data points to their closest clusters to satisfy the second constraint in (2). Then, we make
αrn+βrn assignments by taking αrn+βrn minimum distances among [d
r
pq]n×k. Note that, in total,
we make n+ αrn assignments in U , which satisfies the first constraint in (2). In this way, the row
clustering U is updated.
Similarly, we can update the column clustering V . Let I·p denote the p-th column of the identity
matrix of size m. The distance between a data point xp ∈ X c and a column cluster Ccq is computed
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Algorithm 1 NEO-CC Algorithm
Input: X ∈ Rn×m, k, l, αr, αc, βr, βc, tmax
Output: Row clustering U ∈ {0, 1}n×k, Column clustering V ∈ {0, 1}m×l
1: Initialize U , V , and t = 0.
2: while not converged and t < tmax do
3: /* Update Row Clustering */
4: for each xp ∈ X r do
5: for q = 1, · · · , k do
6: if NEO-CC-M objective is used then
7: Compute drpq using (6).
8: else
9: Compute drpq using (7).
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: Initialize w = 0, T = ∅, S = ∅, and C¯ri = ∅, Cˆri = ∅ ∀i (i = 1, · · · , k).
14: while w < (n+ αrn) do
15: if w < (n− βrn) then
16: Assign xri∗ to C¯rj∗ such that (i∗, j∗) = argmin
i,j
drij where {(i, j)} /∈ T , i /∈ S.
17: S = S ∪ {i∗}.
18: else
19: Assign xri∗ to Cˆrj∗ such that (i∗, j∗) = argmin
i,j
drij where {(i, j)} /∈ T .
20: end if
21: T = {(i∗, j∗)} ∪ T .
22: w = w + 1.
23: end while
24: Update clusters Cri = C¯ri ∪ Cˆri ∀i (i = 1, · · · , k).
25: /* Update Column Clustering */
26: for each xp ∈ X c do
27: for q = 1, · · · , l do
28: if NEO-CC-M objective is used then
29: Compute dcpq using (8).
30: else
31: Compute dcpq using (9).
32: end if
33: end for
34: end for
35: Initialize w = 0, T = ∅, S = ∅, and C¯cj = ∅, Cˆcj = ∅ ∀j (j = 1, · · · , l).
36: while w < (m+ αcm) do
37: if w < (m− βcm) then
38: Assign xci∗ to C¯cj∗ such that (i∗, j∗) = argmin
i,j
dcij where {(i, j)} /∈ T , i /∈ S.
39: S = S ∪ {i∗}.
40: else
41: Assign xci∗ to Cˆcj∗ such that (i∗, j∗) = argmin
i,j
dcij where {(i, j)} /∈ T .
42: end if
43: T = {(i∗, j∗)} ∪ T .
44: w = w + 1.
45: end while
46: Update clusters Ccj = C¯cj ∪ Cˆcj ∀j (j = 1, · · · , l).
47: t = t+ 1.
48: end while
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by
dcpq =
k∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥D(ui)X(I·p)− 1√‖vq‖1 uˆiuˆTi Xvˆq
∥∥∥∥∥
2
(8)
for the NEO-CC-M objective, and
dcpq =
k∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥(D(ui)− uˆiuˆTi )X(I·p)− 1√‖vq‖1
(
D(ui)− uˆiuˆTi
)
Xvˆq
∥∥∥∥∥
2
(9)
for the NEO-CC-RCM objective. After computing the distances between every data point in X c
and the column clusters using (8) or (9), V is updated in a similar way to how U is updated.
We note that when we use the NEO-CC-M objective, if V = I, αc = 0, βc = 0, then Algorithm 1
is identical to the one-way NEO-K-Means clustering algorithm [22], and if αr = 0, αc = 0, βr = 0,
βc = 0, then Algorithm 1 is identical to the MSSR algorithm [4].
4.1 Convergence Analysis
We show that Algorithm 1 monotonically decreases the NEO-CC-M and the NEO-CC-RCM
objective functions, and thus converges in a finite number of iterations. We first state the following
lemma which is need for the convergence proofs.
Lemma 1. Let us consider the function h(z) =
∑
i
pii ‖ai − czM‖22 where ai ∈ R1×m, z ∈ R1×m,
pii > 0 ∀i, c = 1√∑
i pii
, and M ∈ Rm×m such that MMT = M . Let z∗ denote the minimizer of
h(z). Then, z∗ is given by
(√∑
i pii
)
Mz∗T = M
(∑
i
piia
T
i
)
.
Proof. We can express h(z) as follows:
h(z) =
∑
i
pii
(
aia
T
i − 2czMaTi + c2zMMT zT
)
,
and the gradient is given by
∂h(z)
∂z
=
∑
i
pii
(− 2cMaTi + 2c2MMT zT ).
By setting the gradient to zero, we get∑
i
piiMa
T
i = c
(∑
i
pii
)
MMT z∗T
= c
(∑
i
pii
)
Mz∗T since MMT = M
By setting c =
1√∑
i pii
, we get
(√∑
i
pii
)
Mz∗T = M
(∑
i
piia
T
i
)
.
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Theorem 1 shows the convergence of Algorithm 1 with the NEO-CC-M objective function.
Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 monotonically decreases the NEO-CC-M objective function defined in (2).
Proof. Let J (t) denote the NEO-CC-M objective (2) at t-th iteration. Let U denote the assignment
matrix of the current row clustering C, and U∗ denote the assignment matrix of the updated row
clustering C∗ obtained by line 24 in Algorithm 1.
J (t) =
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
∥∥D(ui)XD(vj)− uˆiuˆTi XvˆjvˆTj ∥∥2F
=
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
∑
xp∈Ci
∥∥∥∥∥(Ip·)XD(vj)− 1√‖ui‖1 uˆTi XvˆjvˆTj
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
≥
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
∑
xp∈C∗i
∥∥∥∥∥(Ip·)XD(vj)− 1√‖ui‖1 uˆTi XvˆjvˆTj
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
≥
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
∑
xp∈C∗i
∥∥∥∥∥(Ip·)XD(vj)− 1√‖u∗i‖1 uˆ∗Ti XvˆjvˆTj
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
=
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
∥∥∥D(u∗i)XD(vj)− uˆ∗iuˆ∗Ti XvˆjvˆTj ∥∥∥2
F
≥
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
∥∥∥D(u∗i)XD(v∗j)− uˆ∗iuˆ∗Ti Xvˆ∗jvˆ∗Tj ∥∥∥2
F
= J (t+1)
The first inequality holds because we make assignments by line 16 & line 19, and the second
inequality holds by Lemma 1 with ai = (Ip·)XD(vj), M = vˆjvˆTj , z
∗ = uˆ∗Ti X, and
√∑
i pii =√‖u∗i‖1. The last inequality indicates that we can similarly show the decrease from V to V ∗.
Similarly, we can also show the convergence of Algorithm 1 with the NEO-CC-RCM objective
function.
Theorem 2. The NEO-CC Algorithm monotonically decreases the NEO-CC-RCM objective func-
tion defined in (4).
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Figure 4: The NEO-CC algorithm monotonically decreases the NEO-CC objective values.
Proof. Let J (t) denote the NEO-CC-RCM objective at t-th iteration.
J (t) =
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
‖Hij‖2F , where
Hij = D(ui)XD(vj)− uˆiuˆTi X −XvˆjvˆTj + uˆiuˆTi XvˆjvˆTj
=
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
∑
xp∈Ci
∥∥∥Hpij∥∥∥2
2
, where
Hpij = (Ip·)X
(
D(vj)− vˆjvˆTj
)− 1√‖ui‖1 uˆTi X
(
D(vj)− vˆjvˆTj
)
≥
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
∑
xp∈C∗i
∥∥∥Hpij∥∥∥2
2
≥
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
∑
xp∈C∗i
∥∥∥Hpi∗j∥∥∥2
2
=
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
‖Hi∗j‖2F
≥
k∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
‖Hi∗j∗‖2F = J (t+1)
The first inequality holds because we make assignments by line 16 & line 19, and the second
inequality holds by Lemma 1 with M = D(vj) − vˆjvˆTj ,
√∑
i pii =
√‖u∗i‖1, ai = (Ip·)XM ,
and z∗ = uˆ∗Ti X. The last inequality indicates the decrease of the objective by updating column
clustering from V to V ∗.
We now experimentally show the convergence of the NEO-CC algorithm. In Figure 4(a)&(b),
we present the change of the NEO-CC objective function values on the yeast gene expression dataset
(Details about this dataset are described in Section 5). The x-axis represents the number of itera-
tions, and the y-axis represents the objective function value. We see that the the NEO-CC objective
function values are monotonically decreased.
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5 Experimental Results
We compare the performance of our NEO-CC algorithm with other state-of-the-art co-clustering
and one-way clustering algorithms (which are listed below) on real-world datasets.
• The ROCC algorithm [5] (ROCC): ROCC can detect non-exhaustive, overlapping co-clusters
in noisy datasets. We used the software provided by the authors of [5].
• The infinite plaid model [14] (IPM): IPM is also able to discover non-exhaustive, overlapping
co-clusters. We used the Matlab implementation of the method1.
• The minimum sum-squared residue co-clustering [4] (MSSR): MSSR is designed to find ex-
haustive and disjoint co-clusters. In [4], two objective functions are proposed, each of which is
related to our NEO-CC-M and NEO-CC-RCM objective. In our experiments, the two MSSR
objective functions are denoted by MSSR1 and MSSR2.
• The iterative one-way NEO-K-Means algorithm [22] (NEO-iter): NEO-iter is an iterative
one-way clustering algorithm that produces non-exhaustive, overlapping clusters.
• The LRSDP-based one-way NEO-K-Means algorithm [13] (NEO-lrsdp): NEO-lrsdp is a low-
rank SDP(semidefinite programming)-based one-way clustering algorithm which is an im-
proved version of the iterative NEO-K-Means.
We run the NEO-CC algorithm with our two different objectives, NEO-CC-M and NEO-CC-
RCM.
5.1 User-Movie Ratings Datasets
We test the clustering performance on user-movie ratings datasets from MovieLens [15]. (Movie-
Lens is a web site where users rate some movies they watched and the system recommends movies
for the users based on collaborative filtering.) In a user-movie ratings data matrix, the element
of the i-th row and the j-th column indicates the rating of the j-th movie from the i-th user. A
user can rate each movie by assigning an integer value from one to five. In the dataset, we have
information about the genres of the movies (e.g., action, romance, comedy, mystery, etc.). By
treating the genres as clusters [19], we can create the ground-truth clusters for the movies. Since a
movie usually belongs to multiple genres, there exists overlaps among the clusters. We create three
different datasets (denoted by ML#) by selecting different kinds of genres. ML1 contains 44,269
ratings, ML2 contains 28,335 ratings, and ML3 contains 30,769 ratings.
We compare the clustering performance by comparing the algorithmic clusters and the ground-
truth clusters. Since we have the ground-truth clusters only for the movies, we focus on matching
these ground-truth clusters with the algorithmic column clusters of the data matrix. We repeat the
experiments for 5 times on each dataset, and compute F1 scores to measure the similarity between
the algorithmic clusters and the ground-truth clusters (see [22] to check how to compute the F1
scores). Higher F1 score indicates better clusters. In Table 1, we show the F1 scores (%) of each
method for each trial and also present the best, the worst, the average and the standard deviation
1We downloaded the code from https://github.com/k-ishiguro/InfinitePlaidModels
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Table 1: F1 scores (%) on three MovieLens datasets. NEO-CC-M and NEO-CC-RCM methods
achieve higher F1 scores than other methods.
IPM ROCC MSSR1 MSSR2 NEO-
iter
NEO-
lrsdp
NEO-
CC-M
NEO-
CC-
RCM
ML1
Trial 1-5 Table 2 55.7 43.8 44.2 56.3 56.4 58.1 58.4
best 37.0 55.7 43.8 44.2 56.3 56.4 58.1 58.4
worst 11.8 55.7 43.8 44.2 56.3 56.4 58.1 58.4
avg.±std 22.4±10.8 55.7±0 43.8±0 44.2±0 56.3±0 56.4±0 58.1±0 58.4±0
ML2
Trial 1 31.2 53.3 50.2 49.8 56.8 56.8 58.1 57.7
Trial 2 36.2 53.3 50.5 48.2 56.8 56.8 58.8 57.2
Trial 3 18.6 53.3 50.6 50.2 56.8 56.8 58.1 58.0
Trial 4 25.4 53.3 50.5 50.5 56.8 56.8 58.6 56.6
Trial 5 22.0 53.3 50.5 48.3 56.8 56.8 58.7 57.8
best 36.2 53.3 50.6 50.5 56.8 56.8 58.8 58.0
worst 18.6 53.3 50.2 48.2 56.8 56.8 58.1 56.6
avg.±std 26.7±7.1 53.3±0 50.5±0.1 49.4±1.1 56.8±0 56.8±0 58.4±0.3 57.5±0.5
ML3
Trial 1 37.4 55.3 47.2 46.3 57.0 56.8 58.5 59.7
Trial 2 40.5 55.3 47.4 46.4 57.0 56.8 58.4 61.5
Trial 3 25.9 55.3 47.3 46.4 57.0 56.8 58.6 61.5
Trial 4 38.4 55.3 47.4 46.2 57.0 56.8 58.6 59.4
Trial 5 31.3 55.5 47.1 46.4 59.1 59.3 59.8 57.2
best 40.5 55.5 47.4 46.4 59.1 59.3 59.8 61.5
worst 25.9 55.3 47.1 46.2 57.0 56.8 58.4 57.2
avg.±std 34.7±6.0 55.4±0.1 47.3±0.2 46.3±0.1 57.4±0.9 57.3±1.1 58.8±0.6 59.9±1.8
Table 2: F1 scores (%) of IPM on ML1.
Method Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5
IPM 37.0 29.5 12.7 21.1 11.8
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(a) The ML1 and ML3 datasets (b) The ML2 dataset
Figure 5: F1 scores of the best baseline method (NEO-lrsdp) and the NEO-CC algorithm on the
three ML datasets.
Table 3: F1 scores (%) on the yeast gene expression dataset.
Method Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 best worst avg. std.
IPM N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
ROCC 14.9 12.8 15.0 14.2 14.9 15.0 12.8 14.3 0.9
MSSR1 17.1 17.0 16.5 16.4 17.4 17.4 16.4 16.9 0.4
MSSR2 19.3 18.2 18.5 18.5 18.0 19.3 18.0 18.5 0.5
NEO-iter 35.9 36.6 36.0 36.0 35.6 36.6 35.6 36.0 0.3
NEO-lrsdp 39.0 39.1 39.0 39.1 39.1 39.1 39.0 39.1 0
NEO-CC-M 40.6 40.6 40.6 36.2 40.7 40.7 36.2 40.0 2
NEO-CC-RCM 36.0 37.9 35.9 35.6 38.1 38.1 35.6 36.7 1.2
of the scores. On ML1 dataset, all the methods except IPM produce identical results for the five
trials. For the IPM results on this dataset, see Table 2. Figure 5 shows the F1 scores of the best
baseline method (NEO-lrsdp) and the NEO-CC algorithm on the three ML datasets.
We see that the NEO-CC algorithm (both NEO-CC-M and NEO-CC-RCM) outperforms all the
baseline methods. Among the baseline methods, NEO-lrsdp achieves the highest F1 score. Since
the underlying ground-truth clusters contain overlaps between the clusters, the accuracies of the
MSSR methods are relatively low (MSSR generates pairwise disjoint co-clusters). We note that the
IPM method underperforms even though the method is able to produce non-exhaustive, overlapping
co-clusters. It is interesting to see that the performance of NEO-CC is even better than NEO-lrsdp
because we know that the NEO-lrsdp method involves much more expensive operations than the
NEO-CC method which is a simple iterative co-clustering algorithm.
5.2 Yeast Gene Expression Data
It has been known that co-clustering is a useful tool for analyzing gene expression data. We get
an yeast gene expression dataset from [10]. In this data matrix, each row represents a gene, and
each column represents an expression level under a particular biological condition. By clustering
or co-clustering this gene expression data, we can group genes with similar functions [9], [3]. The
yeast dataset has been studied in the context of multi-labelled classification, and is known to be
a difficult dataset [10]. In this dataset, each gene can belong to multiple functional classes. For
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example, a gene can be associated with cell growth, cell division, and cell organization. We treat
each functional class as a ground-truth cluster. There are 2,417 genes, 103 features (expressions),
and 14 functional classes.
Table 3 shows the F1 scores of the methods on the yeast dataset. The performance of MSSR is
not good because the dataset contains a large overlap among the clusters. The IPM method failed
to process the yeast dataset. We see that the NEO-* methods significantly outperform the other
methods (IPM, ROCC, MSSR1, and MSSR2). Overall, the NEO-CC-M method shows the best
performance. The second best method is NEO-lrsdp. Among five trials, NEO-CC-M outperforms
NEO-lrsdp four times. But, we note that NEO-lrsdp is a highly-tuned one-way clustering method
whereas the NEO-CC-M is a simple iterative algorithm. We expect that we can further improve
the performance of the NEO-CC algorithm by adapting an SDP-based approach, which is one of
our future works.
6 Conclusions & Future Work
We formulate the non-exhaustive, overlapping co-clustering problem and propose intuitive ob-
jective functions to solve the problem. To optimize the objectives, we develop a simple iterative
algorithm which we call the NEO-CC algorithm. We prove that the NEO-CC algorithm mono-
tonically decreases our new co-clustering objective functions. Experimental results show that our
NEO-CC algorithm is able to identify qualitatively better clusters than other state-of-the-art co-
clustering and one-sided clustering methods. The NEO-CC method provides a principled way to
effectively capture the underlying co-clustering structure of real-world data. We plan to extend our
NEO-CC method to solve various types of clustering tasks [23] and develop more scalable solution
procedures to allow the NEO-CC idea to be also utilized in large-scale graph analysis tasks [26], [24].
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